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Agenda
• Taking stock of the work
• Approving AA/CA
• Roles and responsibilities of AA/CA
• Challenges faced
• Q&A
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Taking Stock of the Work
Key areas to look out for…
• Interim
enhancements
to current RBC
• RBC 2 Review
• Valuation
practices
• Global
insurance
capital std

• Policy Owners’
Protection Scheme
(PPF Scheme)
• Resolution
Framework

Risk-Based
Capital
Framework

Regulatory
Framework
on Products

Safety Nets &
Resolution
Framework

Stress
Testing,
surveillance
& ERM
Framework

• Product
Approval &
Notification
• Par Fund
Management
• ElderShield/
CareShield Life

• Industry-wide
Stress Testing
• Risk culture
• Responsible
use of AI and
data analytics
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Approving AA/CA
MAS Notice 106 on Appointment of Director, Chairman and Key Executive Person

• Revisions made in Notice in April 2013 to enhance transparency in
approval criteria and monitor ongoing fitness & propriety.
• Required more information to be submitted when insurers seek
approval from MAS on new appointments e.g.

 reporting structure, additional engagements in equivalent AA/CA
positions, additional executive officer positions, etc.;
 written explanation from board of directors on how certain
circumstances may result in a conflict of interest or hamper the
proposed appointee from discharging his statutory duties, and
the measures that it has put into place, or proposes to put into
place, to mitigate the risks arising from such concerns.
• Need to submit ongoing information on changes in roles and
responsibilities, and in reporting structure, as well as additional
engagements in equivalent CA/AA roles.
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Approving AA/CA
• Relevant Knowledge & Experience
• Potential Conflict of Interest
– Reporting structure, shareholdings & directorships,
multiple roles, etc.

• Additional Engagements
• Board’s assessment
Assessment on fitness & propriety does not just take
place at approval stage; it takes place on an ongoing
basis
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Roles & Responsibilities of AA/CA
Insurance (Actuaries) Regulations 2013

• Previously, role of certifying actuaries (“CAs”) only specified as valuation of
liabilities under the regulations, though stress testing introduced a few years
ago.
• Now more aligned with roles & responsibilities of appointed actuaries
(“AAs”), where relevant, e.g.:
 Conduct stress testing of direct insurers as specified by MAS;

 Verify whether reinsurance arrangement involves significant insurance
risk transfer between insurer and counterparty of arrangement;
 Prepare a written report to chief executive (extending a copy to the
board of directors) of the insurer on any matter which
o has come to the attention of the actuary in the course of carrying
out his duties,
o in the opinion of the actuary, has any material adverse effect on the
financial condition of the insurer; and
o requires rectification by the insurer;
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Roles & Responsibilities of AA/CA
 Send a copy of the aforementioned report to MAS, notifying the board
of directors, when insurer has failed to take appropriate steps to rectify
any matter reported to him within a reasonable time (“whistleblowing”);

 Assist the insurer in the following, e.g.:
o Formulating a suitable policy on how the assets of any of its
insurance funds are to be invested, having regard to the nature and
terms of the liabilities of the insurer and the availability of
appropriate assets for purpose of asset liability matching;
o Any risk management activity for its business, such as risk
identification, risk quantification, risk management policies,
controls relevant to the insurer’s financial condition, and the use of
any internal model for the purposes of calculating liabilities and
capital requirements for the insurer’s insurance products;
o Matters of product pricing and development, such as identifying
appropriate rating factors for product pricing, the design of product
features and the setting of underwriting standards.
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Roles & Responsibilities of AA/CA
• Explicitly stated that insurer has to ensure that its AA or CA meets its board of
directors at such frequency as the actuary may reasonably require, and has
free and unfettered access to board of directors at all reasonable times.

• Actuary required to notify insurer of engagement accepted to carry out any
duty or function that is equivalent to that of an AA or CA; as well as for
insurer to furnish such information to MAS in a form specified.
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The Ideal AA/CA?
 Competent

 Committed to doing
what is right

 Creative in the
right way

 Collaborative
 Consultative

 Constructive

 Cognisant of
emerging
risks
 Clairvoyant

 Courageous

 Collective
good

actuary

 Coaches others

 Compliant

 Can-do spirit
 Communicates well
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Challenges Ahead
• Uncertain macroeconomic and political environment
• Technological advancements affecting the way insurance business is
carried out
• Regulatory, tax, and accounting requirements

• Climate change
• Actuaries continuing to exert sufficient influence
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Future Challenges for Actuaries
When each of the panelists was asked about what it meant to be a professional in 2017; and
what we consider as the 3 key challenges facing the actuarial profession and/or the financial
services sector in 2017/ the forseeable future… I answered…
•

First, understanding the landscape of the future or the new rules of the game, which
are constantly changing. We do not know exactly how the landscape we operate in will look
like in the future, but we have a general idea of where it is heading. There is still great
uncertainty in how fast new ideas and concepts, once thought inconceivable, will take off.

•

Second, willingness to change and adapt. Many of us will need to relearn again.
Continuous professional development becomes ever so critical. Is it just a compliance
requirement? Are we catching up quickly enough?

•

Third, the rising competition (e.g. from the risk specialists, data scientists, modellers) and
increasing expectations from consumers. We have to find ways to distinguish ourselves,
both as a profession as well as a financial services sector, value add, or risk losing
relevance quickly.

Therefore if you ask me what it means to be a professional in 2017, I would say one who can
constantly unlearn and relearn new things, is willing to do so, and is able to demonstrate
value add amidst a fast-changing landscape.

Panel Session, State of the actuarial profession in 2017 and beyond,
28 Sep 2016, IFoA member event, Singapore, 8 May 2017
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Future Challenges for Actuaries
“…actuaries will need to increasingly exert influence, not just at the technical level,
but also at the level of the senior management and board of directors, to ensure that
your views are heard and respected. …..

I would like to encourage all of you to do your part in reversing this trend [i.e.
declining seniority and influence of actuary]; you can look beyond the technical
work of reserving and actuarial reports, and comment on the business strategy of your
company; and you can also seek out opportunities to advise boards and senior
management on risks and strategies, based on your expertise and experience.
….communication is a key part of what you do. Actuaries are supposed to maintain
independent views, and your ability to communicate these views to the senior
levels within the organisation is critical for achieving sound and balanced business
decisions.
Ultimately, insurers must have a structure that supports the role of actuaries. But
actuaries too need to embrace these roles, and to recognise that your opinion is an
important part of a company’s decision making process.

Speech by Chua Kim Leng, Assistant Managing Director, MAS at
SAS 40th Anniversary Gala Dinner, 28 Sep 2016
http://www.mas.gov.sg/News-and-Publications/Speeches-and-Monetary-Policy-Statements/Speeches/2016/TheActuarial-Profession-Constructive-Partners-and-Valuable-Advisors.aspx
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Who does AA/CA ultimately act for?
Board of
Directors?

Policyholders/
Cedants?

Head/Regional
Office?
Senior
Management
Team?

Consultancy
Firm?
Regulator
(MAS)?
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Who does AA/CA ultimately act for?
• Do we need to do more to provide a conducive environment for
approved actuaries to perform their statutory role?
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Is this how you feel at times?
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What Can Regulators Do
Explicitly prohibiting approved actuaries from taking on
certain additional roles
Explicitly requiring direct reporting line to Chief
Executive and even Board of Directors

Explicitly requiring the work of approved actuaries to
be peer reviewed externally
According approved actuaries with certain status
Work with local actuarial bodies and industry to address
issues
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What we can do, and do better
• Greater awareness, and more concrete demonstration of how the
changes in landscape (e.g. technological advancements, climate
change) will affect the way things are done (e.g. valuation, business
projections, stress scenarios)
• Greater support from actuarial professional bodies (guidance notes,
more relevant case studies in Asian context e.g. on conflict of interest,
whistle-blowing)

• Industry, SAS and MAS to continue to work in partnership to find the
right balance in regulation setting
• Develop the right risk culture and professionalism to what is good,
what is right for policyholders and the insurance industry as a whole
• Right punitive actions if the right thing is not done (e.g. disciplinary
process by SAS)
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Welcome any thoughts or questions you may have.
LEE_Wai_Yi@mas.gov.sg
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Supplementary Slides on What Other
Professional Bodies Did
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What the Actuaries Institute of Australia did
• Interesting study done on the role of appointed actuaries in Australia

• http://actuaries.asn.au/Library/Miscellaneous/2015/LAATFReportFina
l.pdf
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What the Actuaries Institute of Australia did

Extracted from Update from Life Appointed Actuaries Task Force, 21 October 2014
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What the Actuaries Institute of Australia did

Extracted from Update from Life Appointed Actuaries Task Force, 21 October 2014
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What the Actuaries Institute of Australia did

Extracted from Update from Life Appointed Actuaries Task Force, 21 October 2014
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What the Actuaries Institute of Australia did

Some updates to this in the final 2015 report, e.g. addition of alignment of life and general
AA roles, multiple roles, institute promotion of actuaries in life insurance and AA role,
review of training and knowledge base, interactions between AAs and APRA (regulator)
Extracted from Update from Life Appointed Actuaries Task Force, 21 October 2014
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What the Actuaries Institute of Australia did

Extracted from Final 2015 report
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What the Actuaries Institute of Australia did

Extracted from Update from Life Appointed Actuaries Task Force, 21 October 2014
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What the Actuaries Institute of Australia did

Extracted from Update from Life Appointed Actuaries Task Force, 21 October 2014
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What Other Professional Actuarial Bodies Did
• Guidance on conflicts of interest, whistleblowing etc. and question
banks/case studies
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